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ESSENCE ASSOCIATED TRIANGLE* USED FOR 

NEW TOP 

TRIANGLE 

ESSENCE 

New Top Triangle. 

Original Source and 

Connection to Being. 

Sits on “Striving Line”* 

UNCERTAINTY. 

Pain in the top of the head. Stress migraine. Helps to  

balance the left and right brain. Use after a painful virus 

(good used with ‘ADHD’ Essence). Short-term help for 

hangover pain. Pain in this region often comes through     

uncertainty - things you can’t do anything about, or have great 

doubts about. Not knowing whether you are on the right path 

or not. For the pain of being uncertain of yourself and your 

life. 

Use*: Can be put in across the base line of the triangle 

that sits at the top of the head, or on D.P.1 in the Top         

Diamond, or in the F.C  

TRIANGLE 1 

ESSENCE 

Present Top Triangle. 

Aspiration. 

Sits on “Line of Aspiration”. 

OVER-EXTENSION. 

Pain in any of these places: 

Eyes - Any physical pain, or subtle pain of seeing things that     

            you would rather not see. 

Ears - Earache, pain caused by abscesses and inner ear  

           blockages. Hearing - For the subtle pain of  

           hearing things you don’t want to hear. 

Throat - Sore throat, pain with tonsillitis, mumps, etc.  

           Also toothache. 

TRIANGLE 2 

ESSENCE 

Inspiration. 

Sits on “Line of Inspiration”. 

ACCEPTANCE. 

Pain in throat - deals with subtle pain from not saying the 

things that you really should. Heart problems - especially when 

dealing with grief and loss. Can be used in conjunction with medication. 

For painful spots of ‘Schisms’*. 

TRIANGLE 3 

ESSENCE 

Mind. 

Sits on “Line of Mind”. 

CONTEMPLATION. 

For when resentments become a physical ache. For fears - can 

be used with ‘Fenora Simple’. Eases pain in the glands, 

no matter where. Use for extremity problems - pain or   

cramping in hands, wrists, ankles and feet. ‘Twisted’ 

hands or feet, and ‘rheumatism’ in these areas. 

TRIANGLE 4 

ESSENCE 

Weight of the Spiritual. 

Sits on “Line of the Spiritual”. 

BELIEF. 

Stomach problems - helps ease upset or ‘nervy’ tummies. 

Spiritual ‘agonies’ - eases physical pain in this area when 

something we believe in is challenged. For pain in this    

region when feeling a Lack of Support. (*Use with the  

‘Girdle Technique’) 

Chiron Classic Essences (channelled by Jan Thomas) 

These Essences were brought to us by the late Chiron Channel - Jan Thomas. 

They were brought through to help us deal with damage to the structure of the Master Diamond* and the 

hurt and pain that results within the structure itself. They are especially useful in the areas 

known as the ‘Major Triangles’,  between the two side Lines of Energy*.  
 

TO USE - Place 1-3 drops across base of Triangle* as required, or as indicated in the table below. 



ESSENCE ASSOCIATED TRIANGLE* USED FOR 

TRIANGLE 6 

ESSENCE 

Raw Emotions. 

Sits on “Line of Raw Emotions”. 

SUPPORT. 

Spine - Vertebrae - Discs. 

Any pain to do with these things. Great to use after   

spinal adjustments in Chiron Healing® work. Works to 

ease pain until the adjustment settles. 

TRIANGLE 7 

ESSENCE 

Physical Endeavours. 

Base sits anywhere between Lines 

7, 8 and 9: 

“Line of Physical Endeavours” 

“Line of Physical Housing”  

“Line of Physical Character” 

DIRECTION. 

Allergies - helps deal with allergy pain, allergic reaction 

to drugs, food, etc. Feet -.painful corns, bunions, etc., 

and for when feet are swollen and painful. Eases pain, and 

helps stimulate kidney and bladder energy to eliminate excess 

fluid. For blood problems - good for painful eruptions - 

boils, etc. 

Bladder -  helps deal with the pain of cystitis while you 

are flushing the kidneys and bladder. Kidney. Dropsy 

(Congestive heart failure). Varicose Veins. Use when 

on your feet all day, and end up with pain at the end of 

it. Use when you MUST be on your feet, no matter how 

much pain you are in. 

NEW 

BOTTOM 

TRIANGLE 

ESSENCE 

Connection to Planet, or Physical 

Housing. 

Sits on “Line of Talents”. 

STRENGTH. 

Pain in the soles of the feet, problems with the Middle 

(Hormonal) Level of Bottom Diamond*. Painful 

weakness that saps strength - when not grounded, not 

a strong connection to the planet. 

Use*: Can be put across the Base of Triangle, into the 

C.P.s of the Foot Diamonds, or D.P.1 of the Bottom 

Diamond. 

TRIANGLE 5 

ESSENCE 

Physical Body Blocking. 

Sits on “Conquential Line”. 

IMBALANCE. 

Use when balancing the Pattern. For lower back pain 

(can be used with ‘Holster Technique*), to ease the 

pain of   Levels 1, 3 & 5*. To ease pain in the bowel, 

and wind pain. Hormonal/Imbalance Migraine. When 

ups and downs on the hormonal levels results in a headache. 

(Top Diamond feels as though it has slipped down to your 

nose.)  For blood noses - can be used with the *‘Quelling 

Technique’. 

Reproductive problems - for all sorts of menstrual pain, especially 

good when used with Chalybeate Essence. 

Chiron Classic Essences (channelled by Jan Thomas) 
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DISCLAIMER:  This summary is for general information only, and should not be regarded as medical advice. The author makes no claim 

to cure any illness or disease, nor diagnose or prescribe medical advice. People who decide to use this information do so entirely at their 

own risk. The author encourages seeking the advice of a registered health care professional when in need of advice, diagnosis and/or    

treatment for any health issue. 

Essences may be purchased in single 10ml and 25ml. bottles or in sets of 9 essences. To enable you to learn more about the 
essences and how to use them, seminars are conducted regularly in different centres in Australia, and in overseas countries by          

arrangement. For further information, please contact: 
 

 Chariclo Pty. Ltd.  1002 Lydiard Street North, Ballarat. Victoria. Australia. 3350. 

 Ph / Fax: + 61 + 3 + 5333 1484    E-mail: info@chariclo.com    Website: www.chariclo.com 

* Techniques taught in Chiron Healing® seminars. For more information please contact Chariclo Pty. Ltd, address below. 


